
Purchase Orders:  2 & 3 Way
There are two types of Purchase Orders: Two-way & Three-way.  The difference is the steps taken to document the process/Costs.

Two-way = You write a Purchase commitment and we receive an Invoice for those goods.  Costs are recorded against the Job at 
the time of invoicing/vouchering. 

Three-way = You write a Purchase commitment, the receiving of the goods is recorded in JDE (thus, we’ve incurred Cost against 
the Job before we are invoiced),  and we receive an Invoice for those goods.

A benefit of the 3-way PO is that we can “see” the job costs as soon as they are incurred, rather than waiting  30+ days for the
Vendor’s invoice to be received, thus more accurate Job Costing.  Three-Way P.O.’s require diligence on the recording of the 
receipt to be effective.

2-Way Purchase  Orders are the easiest to work with.
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Purchase Orders:  Types
There are different document types for a Purchase Orders: O2, OS, OJ, OM, ON, & OP.  
Along with the previous PO Type information, here is the breakdown. 
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Subcontracts
• OS = 3-way Subcontract
• O2 = 2-way Subcontract

Materials
• OM = 3-way Materials (*BU process … receiving department???)
• OJ = 2-way Materials
• ON = 3-way Non-Job related purchases (Equipment & Shop)

Inventory Stock
• OP = 3-way Stock

Guidelines for use:
OS, O2 = only use O2 [unless job has already started to use OS types].
OM = *used when you want to track a large purchase, such as key job components.
OJ = suitable for most situations, thus the most used Type.
ON =  Non job related purchases Shop charges.
OP =  OP’s only used by Black Construction.


